to a dhwajastambha. The sanctum is a square with a Siva linga of !£' height. The antechamber of
garbhagriha houses a 2' X |' idol of Parvati in black stone. The mantapa contains six pillars, each 4' in
height with usual components. A wooden dhwajastambha in front of mantapa is in decay. According
to the information given by the temple priest, the temple, constructed by Sri Sayam Papaiah,
a land lord some fifty years back for the welfare of his family, has no historical value.
Registering Officer, Tirupati
Exploratory survey : On the information from Sri G. Narayana Rao, the Registering
Officer found stone age rock-shelters and rock-cut figures in Palakonda reserve forest. The thick
forest is in the midst of huge hillocks, dotted with stone-age rock shelters. These rock- shelters that have
come to light just now are situated at a distance of 7 miles from Bugga Agraharam which is 2 miles
away from Cuddapah town.
At Gundla river, 7 miles from the Bugga Agraharam road, a stone slab with rock-cut figures in
eight sections is found. These figures consist of animals like antelope, horse (?), bull (?), humans, bow
and decorative device like swastika (?) etc. These animal figures in horizontal lines are very useful for
dating the rock-shelters. To the pre-historic people as per the order of preference, animals are the most
important subject, and humans only a secondary. Last preference is for symbols. It is generally believed
that the rock-cut figures without humans are the earliest. The rock-cut figures found at Gundla-Revu
belong to the different ages as they consist of human and non-human figures. Generally, the
rock-cut figures of the stone-age people depict wild animals and humans in conflict. These figures
might have been inscribed in successive ages,
One mile from Gundla-Revu, there is a Ghitrangi Madugu and Ghitrangi Malai. In the
Chitrangi hill, there are two caves. Since the caves are high up on the side of the mountain, they can
be seen from far. A mile from here there is Pedda-gadi a gorge of beautiful scenery. Adjacent
to the Peddagadi, there are Harikatla-madugu and Harikatla-gavi. The gavi (cave) at the bottom of
the hill has been examined thoroughly. No stone-age tools or paintings have been found. In between,
Pedda-gadi and Chitrangi madugu (pond of Ghitrangi) are a few caves. Most of the caves in the walls
are cut by wind and water. All, except Harikatla gavi are inaccessible and can be reached only with
the help of big ladders. However with the help of the rock-cut ^ figures found at Gundla Revu, these
rock-cut shelters may be placed in between mesolithic and chalcolithic period (i.e. 8000 E.G. - 2500
B.C.). The non-human figures may belong to the mesolithic age and the figures with humans to
the chalcolithic age*
Assistant Director, Vijayawada
Kolawnnu ; It is a village situated in Kankipadu Mandal of Krishna District. A pit dug out
in the house-site of Sri Damavarapu Obulu of Kolavennu revealed the following archaeological evidences.
The pit is 2.5 m. deep having a width of 2 m. The section shows 1.5 m. thick sticky black
soil which tends to fissure on exposure to atmospheric temperature. Below this is a deposit of sand of
unknown depth. The bottom and the lower sides of the pit are profusely wetted by sub-soil water. A

